




























For the degrees of exaltation, there is a simple mathematical formula. They do not draw on past

positions of planets or fixed stars. The zodiac is separated into 10 different parts, all the same size.

These 36° sections are put into thirds via a golden cut.

Planet

Exaltation

Degree 3°/17° 13° 27° 29° 15° 11°/19° 17°/25° 7° 21° 23° 9° 11°/19°

Exactly
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16° 29′

?

24° 58′

06° 58′ 20° 43′ 22° 29′ 08° 43′

10° 29′

?

18° 58′
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- There are 12 primary planetary principles.

- Faunus (X) and Iustitia (X) are hypothetical Higgs particles.

(they circle outside the Pluto orbit)

- Each planet has in each sign of the zodiac a dignity or a debility.

(seven dignities and seven debilities)

- The exaltations of Sun and Saturn are wrong!

(correct is «Sun – Libra» and «Saturn – Aries»)

- The exaltation of Neptune is in the sign Leo.

- The exaltation of Pluto is in the sign Aquarius.

- The exaltation of Faunus (passive Venus) is in the sign Sagittarius.

- The exaltation of Iustitia (passive Mercury) is in the sign Gemini.

- Triplicities are not dignities.

- There are two planet clans (family).

- We know only the secondary rulers of Taurus and Virgo.

- The potency can not be derived from the dignities.

- Similarly, no positive or negative effect can be derived from the dignities.

- The dignities result from the essential similarities between planets and signs.

- Dignities and debilities give information as to whether a planet is in an environment that meets its

essence, or in an environment that does not really correspond to its nature.



Double Dignities in the Complete System of  Dignities


